Festival of Neighbourhoods-2014
Partnership Agreement between
Kitchener’s Festival of Neighbourhoods (FoN)
and
_______________________________________
We ask the Early Bird Sponsor to:
-

-

Consider donating time, product or service to a neighbourhood selected
by a random draw that they can use at their next activity
and
Endorse Festival of Neighbourhoods as an important community capacity
building initiative or explore opportunities to promote FoN at events
Send FoN information to own communication list/mailing list
Provide other opportunities to involve partner contacts in FoN if possible
Attend the Finale Celebration – November 2nd 2014 from 1 pm to 3 pm

In return, the Festival of Neighbourhoods will:
- Endorse the Sponsor as an important community initiative/organization/business
- Acknowledge the Sponsor’s name/logo on Early Bird marketing material
- Recognize the Sponsor in media releases and advertising (newsletter, FON website,
city of Kitchener FON webpage, FON Twitter and FaceBook)
- Recognize the support of the Sponsor at the Festival finale
- Provide opportunity for display of Partner material at the Festival finale
- Provide additional assistance where possible to support partner’s goals

Signed __________________________

Signed_____________________

Steering Committee
Festival of Neighbourhoods

On behalf of sponsor:
___________________________

Date_________________________

Date_______________________

Early Bird Prizes are a way to connect different volunteer groups with the businesses
across Kitchener Neighbourhoods.
Volunteers organize activities and events with and for each other that are focusing on
a physical area they would call their neighbourhood, they invite everyone in that area
and make sure people get to know each other and participate in face to face
activities.
The eligible activities that register before the four deadlines during a year are a part of
a random draw and the winner would receive services, products and contributions
useful when they organize their next activity!
Early Bird Deadlines are
January 31
March 331
June 30
August 31
The sponsorships have included one hour swim time in City swimming pools, one
hour free skating time, one hour of bouncy castle, toy and sport equipment donations,
gift cards for local purchases, etc.
To get in touch with the Festival of Neighbourhoods contact
Aleksandra Petrovic
Coordinator
Social Planning Council of Kitchener Waterloo
www.waterlooregion.org/neighbourhoods
FONKitchener Facebook | FONKitchener Twitter

300-151 Frederick St. Kitchener ON, N2H 2M2
Phone: 519-579-1096 Ext * (star) 3010
InfoLine: 519-579-3800 | Toll Free InfoLine: 1-877- 579-3859

